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 Key Features

Mio Spirit 490 LM

he new Spirit 490 LM is packed with practical features and comes with Lifetime Map Updates, so you never have to 
worry about new maps or road changes anymore. The Spirit 490 LM will guide you to the new streets and addresses 
without hesitation. Simply connect the Spirit 490 LM to your PC and install the MioMore desktop software to check 
when updates are available. You will receive new maps for the lifetime of your device, up to four times a year*.

IQ Routes™ uses real-life information collected from millions of drivers to optimize the route that is calculated: giving you 
the optimal way, any time of day. The enhanced LearnMe Pro™ monitors and learns your driving style, providing you with 
personalised routes to suit your preferences. You will see the improvement in your routes and estimated time of arrival on 
the screen.

The Spirit 490 LM has been designed to make getting to your destination a lot easier. The Parking Assistance feature 
automatically shows a list of parking spaces when you are within 1km of your destination, so you don’t have to search for a 
nearby car park. To find where you want to go quickly and easily, Keyword Search works in the same way as you search 
online: simply enter any word and it brings up results in order of their proximity to your current location.

The Spirit 490 LM also allows you to quickly access your personal favourites by saving them under Near Me. So if you often 
visit Italian restaurants, you can list them here for even faster access. The smart feature ‘Find My Car’ will be a big help if you 
park your car in a hurry, with no idea where you parked it upon return. Just take the device with you when you leave your car 
and it will help you find your car easily.

 

* Check mio.com for terms and conditions about Lifetime Map Updates.
** For a limited period of 3 months.

T

Spoken street names (TTS) – listen to where to turn and
keep your eyes on the road

Keyword Search - search for places using any words
you like

Rental Maps – rent overseas maps for 3, 7 or 30 days

Pre-loaded safety camera data – free trial**

Tunnel guidance – know where you are in a tunnel

High speed GPS fix with SiRFInstantFixII™ - no more
waiting for a GPS fix

Including Lifetime Map Updates - receive the latest maps 
free of charge, up to 4 times a year

4.3” widescreen

IQ Routes™ – use the knowledge of millions for your route

LearnMe Pro™ – for your own navigation experience

Parking Assistance – quickly and easily find nearby parking 
spaces

Pedestrian Mode – go even further on foot

3D Junction Views and Lane Guidance – never miss an exit

Near Me  - quickly access your personal favourites

Find My Car - helps you find your car easily.



Hardware

* See mio.com for further details. 
** For a limited period of 3 months.

Specifications

Weight

Size (mm)

Processor

GPS receiver

Display size & type

Display resolution WxH

Real-time Traffic 
information*

148.4g (5.23 oz)

127 × 82 × 15 mm
(5.0” x 3.23” x 0.59”)

Samsung 6443 / 400 MHz

High speed SiRFstarIII with 
InstantFixII™

4.3" touch screen

480 x 272 (WQVGA)

Optional via traffic accessory

Map Data  

Tele Atlas map data

Mio Spirit 490 LM

Mio Spirit 490 LM 
Europe

Mio Spirit 490 LM 
Europe Plus

2011.09

Street level regional maps

Street level maps of Western
Europe (23 countries) 

Maps Western & Eastern
Europe (44 Countries) 

  Box Contents

Mio Spirit 490 LM 

In-car charger

Windscreen mounting bracket

MioMore desktop software (DVD)

Box dimensions (mm) : 135(H)  X 155 (W) X 77(D)  

Navigation Views  

Turn by Turn™

Route Summary

3D moving map

Software  

Software

MioMore™ desktop

Lifetime Map Updates included

IQ Routes™ with LearnMe Pro™

3D Junction Views

Lane Guidance

Built-in safety camera data

Road Speed limit information 

POIs (Points of Interest)

Spoken street names (TTS)

Spirit QuickStart™ navigation 
software 

Map manager, safety camera 
updates and more

Free trial**

 

Parking Assistance QuickSpell™ Keyboard 3D Junction Views
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